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FOOD & DRINK

It’s tea time

Often acclaimed for its commitment to craft beer, Portland may very well be the universal craft beverage capital, considering its penchant for any high-quality thirst quencher, including tea.

Steven Smith Teamaker (whose namesake founder was an icon in the tea world) continually reinvents tea, from new blends to innovative culinary applications and drinking experiences. Head to its lovely Central Eastside tasting room to sample draft tea on tap, a flight of hot teas, or the latest release from the Maker’s Series, a regular creative mashup between head tea master Tony Tellin and a local maker. For instance, Maker’s Series No. 004 Astoria Maro is the result of a collaboration with Bull in China, known for elegant and functional bar tools, created by and for mixologists. The result is a floral and fruity blend with dark roasted and bright citrus elements, adaptable to different executions. To experience Smith Tea in a formal setting, head to the historic Heathman Hotel’s revamped Tea Court Lounge for its Russian Tea Service. The service includes an exclusive tea creation, crafted in collaboration by Vitaly Paley (Paley’s Place, Imperial, The Crown) and Smith Teamaker for a tea ritual complete with pastries and sweets inspired by the renowned chef’s roots in Belarus.

Townshend’s Tea Company, which offers more than 100 varieties of loose-leaf teas, extends its expertise into tea-based spirits with Thomas & Sons Distillery. Its family of tea liqueurs includes Sweet Tea, Spice Tea, Smoke Tea and Bitter Tea liqueurs distilled from a fermentation of tea and sugar. Tea is also a base in a new twist on traditional Italian Fernet, Townshend’s Pacific Northwest Fernet. More than 20 fresh and dried botanicals, such as Douglas fir, birch bark and Willamette hops, contribute their nuances to the digestif. Taste the full line of spirits, along with seasonal offerings and limited releases, at the Southeast Portland tasting room.

For a traditional and ceremonial take on tea the recent expansion at Portland Japanese Garden includes Umami Café, a tea café (one of three new LEED-certified buildings) serving traditional Japanese tea. The design of the café channels Japanese architecture’s integration with nature – hovering on the top of the garden’s hillside, similar to mountainside temples – the café serves as a shelter to relax the mind before entering the tranquil gardens.
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Whiskey town

Local distillers have been working for years to create authentic Oregon whiskeys using locally grown grains and pure water sources. Five years in the making, Bull Run Distillery’s Oregon Single Malt Whiskey combines pure water from Bull Run Watershed, 100% malted barley from the Klamath Basin (in a wash from Burnside Brewing) and new American char oak barrels sourced from Western Oregon. Together, these elements create a young but complex beverage. In a four-year-long endeavor, Hopworks Urban Brewery has taken the wash from its Organic HUB Lager to create HUB Brewer’s Whiskey. Distilled at New Deal Distillery, HUB’s single malt style is smooth with notes of brown sugar, dark currant, chocolate and leather. The whiskey is available at both Hopworks locations so guests can try the HUB Lager and HUB Brewer’s Whiskey side by side.

At New Deal Distillery, the Distiller’s Workshop Series is devoted to experimentation and offers two new whiskies. A waft of New Deal Rye Whiskey (made from a mash of rye and malted barley) reveals oak and caramel with a hint of smokiness. New Deal Smoked Bourbon Whiskey starts with a bourbon mash and delivers a warm, spicy drink with some floral notes. Stone Barn Brandyworks tends rye whiskey year-round, and its newest single-barrel whiskey, Barrel #19, is crafted in Irish whiskey style.

Of course, it’s hard to go wrong with longstanding Oregon whiskey favorites, including Westward Oregon Straight Malt Whiskey from House Spirits Distillery, Hogshead Whiskey from McMenamins Edgefield Distillery and McCarthy’s Oregon Single Malt Whiskey, a pioneer in American single malt whiskies, from Clear Creek Distillery and Hood River Distillers.

Urban wineries pour forth

Interspersed among Portland’s famed craft breweries and distilleries are urban wineries producing small-batch wines that highlight the Pacific Northwest’s diverse climate and wine grape varietals.

At Urban Crush (open Friday–Sunday), three artisan producers share a production facility, tasting room and lounge. Angel Vine focuses on zinfandel-based wines from fruit acquired in nearby Washington, while Cinzia Bella Coure delves into Italian heritage to create amarone-style wines. D’Anu Wines gives careful attention to each signature wine by using quality grapes.

Nearby, the Teutonic Wine Company wine bar gives off a tavern vibe, selling glasses and bottles while a vinyl soundtrack plays. The winery’s cool-climate, German-style wines are made to pair with food and are inspired by the Mosel region. The wine shop even includes selections from a favorite Mosel Valley winery. Southeast Wine Collective pours wines from 10 member wineries (making 21 varietals between them), as well as other new and old world producers. Watch for events by their Cuisinières (literally “lady cooks”) Supper Club, where the collective’s chef Althea Grey and co-founder Kate Norris team up to create seasonally inspired dishes expertly paired with wines. Or stop by for the complimentary Winemaker Series and get to know the wines through their makers.

Tucked away on Northeast Alberta Street, the tasting room of Viola Wine Cellars (open Thursday–Saturday) welcomes oenophiles in to sample its Northern Italian-inspired wines. Viola’s wines are produced un-fined and unfiltered, with native yeasts and very low sulfur additions. In North Portland, Garagiste (open Wednesday–Sunday) features tastes from Jan-Marc Wine Cellars, which celebrated its first crush in a two-car garage in 2003. Experience pinot noir, Gewürztraminer and riesling sourced from the hills of south Salem and warm climate varieties, such as chardonnay, merlot, syrah, zinfandel and cabernet sauvignon from the eastern Columbia Gorge. The cozy space also serves bourbon, whiskey, beer and cake. For a full-bodied experience of Portland’s wine scene, PDX Urban Wineries offers a passport through nine local tasting rooms and special events year-round.
News in local brews

As Portland’s craft beer scene continues to boom, new breweries invigorate the movement with new flavors and inspiration drawn from around the world. In 2016, more than a dozen new breweries with taprooms have opened around the city, meaning a frosty pint is never far from hand.

In Southeast Portland, four newcomers offer a taste of what’s new in local brew. Grixsen Brewing focuses on traditional beer styles (but doesn’t shy from occasional experimentation) and, after operating two beer gardens, Scout Beer opened a taproom pouring beers inspired by breakfast and lunch of youth. For starters: Porridge (oatmeal pale ale brewed with cinnamon raisins and vanilla), Anaphylactic (dry porter brewed with peanut butter) and Cuckoo (hint: Cocoa Puffs play a role). Head to Wayfinder, a beer-lover’s destination for world-class brews served with comfort food or to Mt. Tabor Brewing for classic beers styles and a Belgian blonde.

In the Sellwood neighborhood, Ancestry Brewing, based in nearby Tualatin, has opened a taproom featuring a line of family-crafted ales in “3 Pillars” of beer: American, English and Belgian. The Woodstock neighborhood is now home to the only Double Mountain Brewing outpost outside of Hood River. In addition to great beer, they brought their legendary brick-oven pizza with them. In the up-and-coming Lents neighborhood, find Zoiglhaus Brewing, a thoroughly German-inspired establishment conducive to chowing down on schnitzel, spaetzle and oversized soft pretzels while sipping a Cologne-style Kölsch or spicy Helweizen.

In other parts of the city, Great Notion Brewing in the Alberta Arts District specializes in fruity IPAs and creative sour ales, blending in Oregon summer fruits and aging the concoctions in oak barrels for up to two years. Royale Brewing also opened a new taproom in St. Johns, The Garrison, offering a rotating selection of hand-crafted brews and growlers to go.

Outside of town, craft beer connoisseurs will want to trek to Newberg (21 miles [34 km] southwest of Portland) to quaff from the selection at Wolves & People Farmhouse Brewery, made by renowned beer writer and brewer Christian DeBenedetti. American interpretations of European-style brews are crafted in small batches using wild yeasts and heirloom fruits and nuts sourced from the property. Closer in, Oregon City offers Coin Toss Brewing, where a heritage series focuses on historical beer recipes.

Micro-restaurant madness

Symbolic of the city’s quickly expanding culinary scene, Old Town’s historic Carriege and Baggage building transformed into Portland’s first designated food hall in 2016: Pine Street Market. Nine food and beverage vendors rub shoulders in 10,000 square feet (929 sq m) of renovated space, complete with communal seating. Mike Thelin, the market’s culinary curator and co-founder of Feast Portland, has gathered local and international culinary talent under one roof. Patrons can enjoy and share fare from the likes of Marukin Ramen, OP Wurst, Pollo Bravo, Trifecta Annex, Wiz Bang Bar, Kure Juice Bar, Brass Bar - Barista PDX, Kim Jong Smokehouse and, most recently, BYH – Bless Your Heart Burgers (from Toro Bravo Inc.).

Kevin Cavenaugh’s Guerrilla Development spearheads multiple projects that congregate micro-restaurants in design-driven, community-centric projects. The 2/3rds Project in St. Johns recently filled out with 87th and Meatballs, The Sudra and The Garrison Taproom (from Royale Brewing). In Northeast Portland, The Ocean emerged from a former Dodge auto shop. This vibrant collection of micro-restaurants attracts diners with burgers and brews at Slowburger; traditional, vegetarian and seafood tacos at Uno Mas; vegan, Indian eats from the original location of The Sudra; Italian and meatball specialties at 24th and Meatballs; and sweet and savory pies at The Pie Spot. Just down N.E. Sandy Blvd. is another Cavenaugh creation, The Zipper. Chef Johanna Ware
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(Smallwares) joined The Zipper community in February 2017 with the opening of her latest project – Wares. Featuring ramen, “experimental” small-plates and an Asian-inspired brunch on the weekends, Wares is quickly gaining an audience for the “inauthentic Asian food.” This micro-restaurant complex satiates with slices and whole pies from Slice Pizza Company, New Orleans po-boy sandwiches at Bywater Grocery and one of the best falafel dishes in town from ChickPeaDX. The ambitious diner can top it all off with grape Kool-Aid soft serve at Basilisk, or wash it down at whiskey-focused Paydirt.

**Portland’s twist on Asian flavors**

From homegrown varieties to imports direct from Japan, Portland has a ramen to suit any preference. Japanese purveyors Marukin Ramen and Afuri Ramen established their first stateside outposts here in 2016, with Afuri Ramen selecting Portland specifically for the water quality. And quickly gaining a fan base, Afuri is poised to open their second Portland location in downtown Portland by the end of 2017. Although Biwa has recently shifted their focus to small plates, their popularity as a ramen institution helped spur the scene, with its own Noraneko Ramen spin-off, and competitors Boxer Ramen and Boke Bowl. Relative newcomer Akasaru Ramen lures diners with chicken and bonito dashi-based broth, while The House of Ramen offers a make-your-own format with six soup bases, three noodle types and five toppings. Japanese chain Shigezo serves handmade ramen noodles (among other menu items) at three Portland locations: downtown’s Shigezo Izakaya, at S.E. Division’s Yataimura Maru and at Izakaya Kichinto in North Portland.

Beyond ramen, Portland’s Asian food and beverage scene has exploded. Opened in 2005, Pok Pok PDX introduced many diners to the cuisine of Northern Thailand. Chef and owner Andy Ricker opened his fifth Portland location, Pok Pok NW, in Northwest’s Slabtown district in spring 2017. Focusing on Southern Thai flavors, Hat Yai is the newest offering from Earl Ninsom, the chef behind wildly popular Langbaan. The casual spot opened in summer 2016 and serves a trifecta of fried chicken, curry and roti.

Korean street food has also become a hot commodity across the city. Chef Han Ly Hwang is doing brisk business with his Korean barbecue food truck and cart, Kim Jong Grillin’. Revelry, from star Seattle chefs Rachel Chang and Seif Chirchi, offers small plates and shareable snacks like kimchi pancakes with pork belly and seaweed noodles with Dungeness crab, along with a cool soundtrack. At Han Oak, Peter Cho elevates expectations with prix fixe dinners focused on barbecue and hospitality. Koi Fusion and FOMO Chicken marry traditional Korean flavors with unexpected influences from Mexico and America’s south, respectively.

Wei Wei – a Taste of Taiwan has captured acclaim for its pan-seared soup dumplings (sheng jian bao). Soup dumplings have finally made their way to Portland with the opening of XLB (January 2017), a “straight-up Chinese” restaurant where Jasper Shen’s soup dumplings (xiao long bao or “XLB” for short) are sure to star. More dumplings — and other Beijing-style Chinese street food — are on offer at Danwei Cantine, which opened the first week of 2017. For a quick fill-up, swing by downtown’s Bing Mi! food cart for an authentic Chinese crepe stuffed with black bean paste, chili sauce, pickled vegetables and green onion. Finally, visit Vinn Distillery for a bottle of Baijiu, a Chinese white liquor distilled from grain, to toast to the cornucopia of Asian flavors available in Portland.

**An ocean of seafood option**

A spate of new restaurants has gifted diners with diverse options when searching for a satisfying seafood meal in Portland. In fall 2016, Headwaters was unveiled at downtown’s historic Heathman Hotel, a completely reimagined restaurant led by James Beard Award-winning chef, Vitaly Paley (Paley’s Place, Imperial, The Crown). The redesigned space is bright, modern and open, staffed with familiar faces and featuring a menu that plays to some of its past French influences. Commissioned artwork evokes an aquatic theme, echoed at the new Sea Bar, which is stocked with raw, smoked and kippered offerings. Dinner is heavy on harvests from

*Oysters at Jacqueline courtesy of Katie Acheff*
the ocean, such as Clams Casino Royale, Diver Scallops and selections of “Seafood According to the French.” In addition to breakfast, lunch, dinner and weekend brunch, Headwaters offers a Russian tea service that honors Paley’s heritage.

On Southeast Clinton St., Jacqueline has quickly amassed a following from its neighborhood and beyond. Infused with elements from “The Life Aquatic” (including the Bill Murray portrait behind the bar, whimsical wall coverings and a moniker shared with the submersible in the 2004 film), the restaurant and oyster bar focuses on fresh, seasonal seafood and vegetables. Look for treats like Oregon oysters and foraged mushrooms. The menu changes daily, but the $1 oyster, $2 Rainier tall boy, happy hour is a mainstay Wednesday through Sunday.

The burgeoning Hawaiian food craze in Portland is also infusing the city’s seafood scene with new poke-dedicated restaurants. Bamboo Sushi recently transformed their downtown hole-in-the-wall sushi joint, The Annex, into Quickfish Poke Bar. Like Bamboo’s other outposts, Quickfish focuses on certified sustainable fish and fresh ingredients. Across the river in Southeast Portland, Poke Mon mixes up its classic Hawaiian menu with monthly collaborations with Portland chefs. A portion of the proceeds from each month’s limited-time bowl is donated to a charity of the chef’s choice.

**ART & CULTURE**

**Collaboration marks maker culture**

Portland’s maker culture is diverse and deep, and its collaborative spirit brings individuals with seemingly disparate passions together in an effort to continuously innovate.

Considering Portland’s thirst for good coffee and appreciation for fine spirits, it was inevitable that these two worlds would collide. Distillers in town are known for seeking out and experimenting with regional ingredients, and many have started approaching local roasters in search of booze-friendly blends. New Deal Distillery partnered with Water Avenue Coffee for its coffee liqueur, House Spirits Distillery makes its version with Stumptown Coffee Roasters; Eastside Distilling tapped Portland Roasting Coffee for its Below Deck Coffee Rum.

Artisan confectioners are also surveying the scene and creating unexpectedly delicious combinations. Alma Chocolate adds a generous dose of House Spirits Distillery whiskey to its whiskey caramel sauce and turns south to Salem’s Sundance Lavender Farm for help in creating a lavender version. Whylder’s Craft Chocolate partners with Jacobsen Salt Co. and Coava Coffee, adding extra textures and flavor components to its snappy bars.

Beyond the Portland’s culinary community, the city’s many other makers are also on the lookout for the next great mashup. Rejuvenation Hardware, Portland’s homegrown source for lighting and “house parts,” collaborates with a slew of area designers to develop unique product lines. Visit the flagship store for a sense of local talent, such as lighting from Caravan Pacific and Cedar & Moss, lamps and home accents from FOLK and customizable ceramic light pendants from Pigeon Toe.

Bike makers are known as a tight-knit community in Portland and collaborate with one another and with other local businesses. Family-focused Kinn Bikes, for instance, got off the ground with help from Zen Bike Fab, Sugar Wheel Works, The Portland Made Collective, ADX, Clever Cycles, the Bike Commuter and others. Cargo bike builder Metrofiets approached Hopworks Urban Brewery to fashion a custom beer bike with room for two kegs, pizza and a sound system. The company also collaborated with Trailhead Coffee Roasters on an efficient, pedal-powered delivery vehicle that doubles as a coffee making stand. Meanwhile, Circa Cycle popped next door to MOORE Custom Goods to get fashion designer Andrea Moore’s take on her ideal bike. Oregon’s bike builders also collaborate annually with local craft brewers in the Handmade Bike & Beer Festival, held each October.
New exhibits and spaces at Portland Art Museum

Preparations are underway for an addition to the Portland Art Museum: the Rothko Pavilion. Developed in concert with the children of artist Mark Rothko, who grew up in Portland and had his first solo exhibition at the Portland Art Museum in 1933, the project will connect the museum’s freestanding buildings to create a unified. The glass-walled structure will serve as a central entrance and a community commons area. Other enhancements include new exhibition spaces, a rooftop deck and a sculpture garden. Set to break ground in 2018, the Rothko Pavilion is expected to reach completion by late 2020 or early 2021. A capital and endowment campaign is underway to help raise $75 million in funds.

NEIGHBORHOODS

Neighborhood favorites at PDX

Local businesses and attractions continue to give Portland International Airport (PDX) flair, making it reminiscent of the distinct neighborhoods across the city. Craft coffee from Stumptown Coffee is a perfect complement to brioche-style doughnuts from the new outpost of Blue Star Donuts, opened in December 2016. Find Moberi, the latest addition to the airport’s rotating collection of Portland food carts. Rejuvenate before or after a long flight with Moberi’s fresh acai and pitaya bowls. Passengers passing through Concourse C can pop into the world’s only airport distillery tasting room by House Spirits Distillery, modeled after its Southeast Portland tasting room and complete with flights, draft cocktails and curated specialty items. Made in Oregon has remodeled to make room for more craft goods and Timberline Lodge has opened an outpost, offering locally designed and printed apparel and souvenirs. Beginning in February 2017 the marquee lights of Northeast Portland’s Hollywood Theatre have been recreated in miniature to adorn an 18-seat theater and performance space, spotlighting independent artists and screening short films at no cost to travelers. Tender Loving Empire comes to Concourse D in April, rounding out the PDX experience as a record label and store showcasing local makers.

Orange is the new track

Portland’s light rail system, the Metropolitan Area Express (MAX), added a fifth line with the opening of Tilikum Crossing in September 2015, giving riders an opportunity to explore a whole new part of the city.

The Orange Line travels south along the east side of the Willamette River to neighboring Milwaukie, providing visitors easy access to a slew of additional places to explore. A short trek from the S.E. 17th and Holgate MAX stop, Thomas & Sons Distillery dispenses samples of its full line of tea-based spirits — including liqueurs, Italian amari and botanicals — as well as limited-release and seasonal concoctions. A few blocks south, sports bar Bar 33 Brooklyn pours brews from 13 taps, serves American pub-style eats and shows local teams in action on multiple screens.

To experience the latest happenings in the Sellwood-Moreland area, alight at S.E. Bybee Blvd. and stroll west for a trip back in time. From the owners of Animal Traffic and The Annex, the new Fairlane Coffee shows love for classic cars (catch Classic Car Sunday to see what’s in the lot) and all things vintage, not to mention local producers. Nibble on...
baked goods from Lauretta Jean’s while sipping a latte powered by Water Avenue Coffee or a cup of tea heralding from Tea Chai Té. Visit the pre-Prohibition era with drinks at Bible Club. Well-situated in a circa 1922 house, the establishment is fully decorated and equipped with American-made items predating the 1930s, from the furnishings down to the cork screws. Even the soundtrack straddles the decades around the turn of the previous century. Rumor has it a green light burns in an upstairs window to inform guests when Bible Club is open. Out back, the casual outdoor bar, Revival, beckons guests on summer nights. Return to the present with a stop at neighborhood eatery Relish Gastropub, where signature cocktails, beer, wine and elevated seasonal pub fare provide just the nourishment needed for the MAX journey back to a downtown hotel.

**Revival in Woodstock**

In Southeast Portland, the Woodstock neighborhood has been a recent focus of food and drink purveyors, renewing interest in this quiet and quirky corner of the city.

Highly anticipated Double Mountain Brewery of Hood River opened its taproom in the summer of 2016 and never looked back. Regulars swear by their New Haven-style pizza, but salads and sandwiches also aim to please. Four year-round brews are always on hand — including Hop Lava, IRA-India Red Ale, Kolsch and The Vaporizer — and rotating taps feature seasonal, limited edition and experimental beers.

It’s not just out-of-area establishments that consider the area ripe for expansion. Hawaiian staple Ate-Ohe Ate (backed by the trio behind Laurelhurst Market, Simpatica Dining Hall and Reverend’s BBQ), recently opened the doors to its second location in town. Swing by for the likes of kalua pig plates and teriyaki burgers.

New owners of the former Mezza Restaurant unveiled their new concept: Bergerac Restaurant. The French bistro serves light French fare for lunch, brunch and dinner (think omelets and quiche early in the day and comfort food like gratin dauphinois, boeuf bourguignon and onion tart in the evening. For a finishing touch, try Cloud City Ice Cream, where fresh, handmade ice cream makes the most of tasty local products from Jasmine Pearl Tea Company, Water Avenue Coffee, Hopworks Urban Brewery and Jacobsen Salt, to name a few. Or, head to the rooftop bar of New Seasons grocery store, where you can enjoy beer, cider and cocktails al fresco.

**DESTINATION NEWS**

**Portland Japanese Garden unveils first-ever expansion**

In April 2017, the Portland Japanese Garden wrapped up its ambitious expansion, debuting new educational opportunities and Japanese architecture to enhance the garden’s experience. The garden has long served as a tranquil oasis in the West Hills, but to accommodate a growing number of visitors, more extensive accommodations were in order. The $33.5 million expansion adds 3.4 acres (1.4 ha) to its existing 9.1 acres (3.7 ha) and provides a stronger cultural experience for visitors. Renowned Japanese architect Kengo Kuma completed his first public commission in the U.S. with the project, designing a cultural village outside the main gate, as well as a 20-foot (6.1 m) Japanese-style medieval castle wall. A new courtyard will serves as a venue for performances and events, and three LEED-certified buildings house a library, classrooms and a tea café. The existing garden is now joined by additional garden spaces, including a water garden and a bonsai terrace.

Consistent with its mission, the garden launched an education initiative to teach traditional skills and techniques for creating and stewarding Japanese-style gardens. The International Institute for Japanese Garden Arts and Culture will offer master-level workshops and trainings, as well as public lectures and other programming. The first official seminar, “Waza to Kokoro – Hands and Heart: The Use of Stone in the Japanese Tea Garden,” is slated for August — and is limited to 16 experienced applicants.
A centennial in the Rose City

Giving authority to Portland’s moniker, “The City of Roses,” the International Rose Test Garden is poised to celebrate 100 years of fragrant blooms in 2017. Established in 1917 to provide a refuge for hybrid roses grown in Europe during World War I, the garden is a testing ground for new rose varieties and is the oldest of its kind in the U.S. with 10,000 individual rose plants and over 600 varieties for guests to enjoy. Over the years it has been enhanced with the Gold Medal Garden, the Miniature Rose Test Garden and the Shakespeare Rose Test Garden, which shelters roses named after the Bard’s characters. On August 26th, 2017 a community celebration day will honor the centennial with family-friendly activities and an evening concert.

To celebrate with roses in the meantime pop into Made Here PDX for botanical products imbued with rose scent. Age of Earth’s “Tranquil” botanical therapy sachet inspires calm with rose petals, rosehips, chamomile, lavender, valerian root and passion flower. Try the No. 2 Citron aromatic body spritzer from Saint Olio for a “lovely, therapeutic mist” of opulent rose and orange blossom. At shops like Milk Milk Lemonade or Beam & Anchor, find OLO’s Cedar & Rose fragrance, purported to evoke a sensory experience akin to strolling through the Rose Garden itself.

This being Portland, it should come as no surprise that food and drink makers have infused some of their favorite creations with roses. From Thomas & Sons Distillery, Townshend’s White Rose captures the subtlety of delicate white tea and rose petals in a clean, velvety spirit that is delicious enough to stand on its own or mix in cocktails. The distillery’s parent company, Townshend’s Tea, offers fragrant rose-laced, loose-leaf teas. Try the Rose Peony for a light-bodied treat or the Rose Petal for a more robust sweet and floral drink. Rounding out the mix, Townshend’s sister company, Brew Dr. Kombucha offers a White Rose kombucha for the health-inclined. Finally, don’t forget to pick up the Floral bar from Woodblock Chocolate; the 70% cacao, double-origin blend is finished with rose-covered wrapping for a pretty gift.

TRANSPORTATION

Cycle city

Portland is widely recognized as a haven for bicyclists, with new programs and plans rolling out at a steady pace. BIKE TOWN, Portland’s fledgling bike share program underwritten by local sneaker and athletic wear powerhouse Nike, is making inroads among residents, commuters and visitors. In the first four months following its July 2016 launch, 38,000 riders made use of the program, logging 151,000 trips around the city. With 1,000 bikes and 100 stations in central, high-traffic areas an eco- and wallet-friendly ride is never far away. BIKE TOWN costs as little as $2.50 for a quick 30-minute jaunt, providing an easy and cost-effective solution for those looking to explore all corners of Portland.

Locals and visitors soon will have more areas to explore by bike. The new SE 17th Avenue Multi-Use Path will connect Portland with up-and-coming communities to the south in early 2017. The regional trail will connect the Springwater Corridor trail in Southeast Portland’s Westmoreland and Sellwood neighborhoods to the 6-mile (9.7 km) Trolley Trail between Milwaukie and Gladstone. The paved and gravel Trolley Trail follows that of the Portland Traction Company streetcar, which operated from 1893–1968.

Looking ahead, plans are afoot for Flanders Crossing, an overpass that will make it easier to cross Interstate 405 between Northwest Portland and the Pearl District. Look for construction in 2018 and a completed crossing by spring or summer of 2019.
LODGING

Experience new national lifestyle hotel concepts

Given Portland’s reputation for launching original concepts, from its innovative food and beverage culture to its out-of-the-box transportation solutions and sustainability initiatives, it’s only natural that major hotel brands are eyeing the region as a testing ground for emerging lifestyle brands within their portfolios. The latest trends in accommodations will let travelers enjoy styles that reflect the Rose City without sacrificing the attention to service and detail on which luxury brands hang their reputations.

With innovation in mind, Marriott is working on opening two distinct properties downtown. The Hi-Lo Hotel debuted in April 2017 and is the latest in the hotel group’s Autograph Collection, which is distinguished by each property’s striking individuality. The 120-room boutique hotel occupies the historic Oregon Pioneer Building at Southwest Third Avenue and Southwest Stark Street, retaining Huber’s Café (the city’s oldest restaurant, with a dining room on the National Register of Historic Places) and introducing a new eatery. Modern organic furnishings and locally handcrafted amenities will be featured throughout. The 13-story AC Hotel by Marriott (February 2017) includes 204 rooms, a breakfast area, lobby bar, and fitness and business centers. Located at Southwest Taylor Street and Southwest Third Avenue, the hotel incorporates local sensibilities, including cocktails, craft brews and reading materials.

Meanwhile, Hilton is gearing up to open the Porter Hotel downtown in March 2018. Built under the luxury boutique brand Curio, the hotel will offer 299 rooms, a rooftop restaurant, a bar, a market and take-out window, and a subterranean pool, sauna and spa. Portland is one of just a few cities to become home to one of these distinctive, new four- and five-star properties. Hilton is also bringing its Canopy lifestyle brand to Portland’s Pearl District, making the city one of only 11 worldwide to develop a property in this portfolio. Each Canopy hotel will be unique, and when it opens in March 2018, this particular site at Northwest Glisan Street and Northwest Ninth Avenue will offer 153 rooms; local craft beer, wine and spirits; artisanal breakfasts with fresh, local ingredients; and various other touches to offer an authentic Portland experience.

Finally, Broadway Tower is moving ahead in downtown and is expected to open in January 2018, making it the second U.S. Radisson RED property. The tower broke ground in summer 2016 and will include 180 hotel rooms on multiple floors with office space in levels above. Unlike traditional properties, Radisson RED has no front desk, and instead relies on technology to simplify the overnight experience (guests use an app to enter rooms and order food). Designs include a bar, restaurant, fitness center and conference rooms.

More lodgings in Portland’s pipeline

Boutique lifestyle brands aren’t the only up-and-coming hotel properties. Portland is expecting more than 1,700 rooms to come online by the end of 2017, and the growth shows no sign of slowing down. Upwards of 1,600 rooms are slated to enhance the lodging inventory in 2018 and beyond. Here’s a rundown of more projects in the pipeline:

- **Hampton Inn (Pearl District, opens summer 2017)**
  Currently undergoing permit review, this eight-story, 243-room property will sit at Northwest Ninth Avenue and Northwest Everett Street in the Pearl District.

- **Grove Hotel (Old Town Chinatown, opens Nov. 2017)**
  Local developers are proposing a 112-room boutique hotel with a restaurant and retail space on the ground floor of this 1907 building, located at the Chinese gate on West Burnside Street.

- **Jupiter Hotel (East Burnside, opens Dec. 2017)**
  Adding on to the classic moto-lodge, the Jupiter Hotel will construct a six-story, angular-geometried expansion complete with 67 additional rooms. Along with a reception desk, the ground floor will include a restaurant and retail space.
• **WorldMark by Wyndham** (Skidmore/Old Town, opens Jan. 2018)
  This six-story project will include studio, one-bedroom and two-bedroom units available to members of the WorldMark by Wyndham vacation ownership program.

• **Woodlark Cornelius Hotel Project** (Downtown, opens Jan. 2018)
  Provenance Hotels and Portland-based NBP Capital have partnered to create a 150-room lifestyle hotel in two historic buildings. The adaptive reuse project will connect the Woodlark Building (built in 1912 and located on the corner of S.W. Alder and Park streets) with the adjacent former Cornelius Hotel (built in 1908).

• **Hyatt Regency Hotel** (Lloyd District, opens Dec. 2019)
  Plans are in the works for the 600-room hotel across the street from the Oregon Convention Center, with amenities including a full-service restaurant, room service and meeting and banquet rooms.

• **Harlow Hotel** (Old Town Chinatown, TBD)
  Dating back to 1882, the abandoned Harlow Hotel is set to undergo a complete renovation and reopen as a budget-minded boutique hotel.

• **Cornelius Pass Roadhouse** (Washington County, open date TBD)
  Pending design approval, McMenamins will be building a 47-room hotel at its complex which dates to the 1840s, while converting the Imbrie House to an 11-room B&B.

• **Toyoko Inn Economy Hotel** (Downtown, open date TBD)
  Poised to make its West Coast debut on a vacant parcel downtown at S.W. Oak St. and Third Ave., this will be a limited service, modern Japanese inn akin to Toyoko’s 240 other hotels, most of which are located in Japan.

### Small spaces make for sweet stays

**Caravan**, the nation’s first tiny house hotel, continues to draw visitors intrigued by small-scale living and cozy comfort with six custom-made “tiny houses” in the Alberta Arts District. The homes range from 100 to 200 square feet (9.3 to 18.5 sq m) and come equipped with a kitchen, bathroom and space to sleep one to four guests, as well as local artwork, games, coffee and snacks. Unlike many tiny houses, Caravan also features accessible accommodations for guests with limited mobility. Plus, it’s possible to take the Caravan lifestyle on the road with one of three (and up to six this spring) teardrop trailers available for rent for outdoor adventures.

Near Northeast 28th Avenue and Burnside Street in the Kerns neighborhood, **Tiny Digs Hotel** opened in October 2016. Thirteen custom-built tiny houses circle a gathering area anchored by a fire pit, outdoor art, comfy seating and twinkling lights. Live entertainment and guest food carts make for a relaxing night “in,” but stellar food and drink options – such as Migration Brewing, PaaDee, Ken’s Artisan Pizza, Alma Chocolate and Staccato Gelato – are only a quick jaunt away. Each tiny house is fully furnished and self-contained, with private decks for lounging.

For those exploring the region, **Mt. Hood Tiny House Village** in Welches offers a tranquil overnight stay in natural surroundings. Less than an hour east of Portland, the petite lodgings are within range of the city’s food, art and culture, but in the thick of exhilarating winter fun, with quick access to stellar skiing, snowboarding and back-country adventures. The five units offer full baths, kitchens and accommodations for up to five guests. West, in the Willamette Valley, **The Vintages Trailer Resort** offers a retro vibe for visitors exploring wine country. Experience a blast from the past in any of 31 trailers (models date from 1947 to 2014) while savoring amenities like fine linens, luxurious robes, comfy mattresses and gourmet pour-over coffee.

With a heavy focus on design and comfort, these small spaces are likely to leave a big impression.
INDUSTRY

Convention Center hotel fuels district transformation

On Aug. 4, Portland city officials and community members gathered for the official groundbreaking of the highly anticipated Hyatt Regency Portland at the Oregon Convention Center.* The 600-room, $224 million, LEED-certified project is anticipated to open in late 2019. Once the hotel opens, the metropolitan region can expect total convention-related spending to approach upwards of $1 billion a year.

The new hotel will offer amenities and room blocks that will attract large events and conventions, bringing thousands of new visitors to the region annually. This will further magnify the Oregon Convention Center’s role as an economic engine for Portland and the surrounding region. With the revitalization of the Lloyd District already underway, the development of the convention center hotel will fuel new restaurants and retail spaces in the surrounding neighborhood.

Let’s Portland! campaign

Hot off the heels of the “You Can in Portland” leisure marketing campaign, Travel Portland announces a new marketing campaign, specifically tailored to meeting planners. “Let’s Portland” speaks directly to the fortune teller, diplomat, concierge – the roles each meeting planner takes on daily – assuring planners that “if you can dream it, you can do it here.” Watch out for more surprises as the campaign elements continue to roll out throughout the next year.

Hand-in-hand with the campaign, Travel Portland’s website launched a redesign crafted specifically for meeting planners. The revamped site features quirky hand illustrations and retains a popular feature: the venue finder (now served up front with a room block slider). It also touts a brand new addition, the live chat – connecting planners instantly to a Travel Portland team member that can answer questions and kick off the planning process.
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